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When searching for a suitable tool that enables you to quickly detect the beat of a song, Apsara can become a useful tool. With
the help of this program, you can detect the beats per minute rate of audio files by measuring the time interval between two
different sounds. It is a simple, yet powerful tool, designed to help you detect the beat of a song by measuring the time interval
between each sound. The application is straightforward and enables you to use either already existing audio files or live
recordings. As soon as you load the files, the program can automatically detect the beat per minute rate. The accuracy of the
detection depends on the quality of the audio file, which is why the reading can be inconclusive. If you are recording live audio
files, the volume, quality of the capturing device and the background noise could influence the outcome. Useful volume detector
and metronome function Apsara features a metronome tool, which you can set to a certain beat rate. It generates a subtle beep,
at the end of each time interval, for comparison purposes. The beep is not recorded in the file. Moreover, the volume detection
bars can notify you if the program is currently recording the environmental sounds. Apsara Description: Software name: Apsara
Software author: David L. Cassell Software publisher: David Cassell Software license: No Restrictions Software price: License
Name: No Restrictions License Path: /home/david/software/apsara/ Software available in: English Software download: 6.6 MB
Downloads last week: 0 Windows 10 Anniversary Update Apsara Description: When searching for a suitable tool that enables
you to quickly detect the beat of a song, Apsara can become a useful tool. With the help of this program, you can detect the
beats per minute rate of audio files by measuring the time interval between two different sounds. It is a simple, yet powerful
tool, designed to help you detect the beat of a song by measuring the time interval between each sound. The application is
straightforward and enables you to use either already existing audio files or live recordings. As soon as you load the files, the
program can automatically detect the beat per minute rate. The accuracy of the detection depends on the quality of the audio
file, which is why the reading can be inconclusive. If you are recording live audio files, the volume, quality of the
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- Stop/Start recording directly from the program.- Support for the recording live audio.- Audio file formats: MP3, WAV,
WMA, MP4 and AIF.- BPM (beats per minute) detection.- Audio volume control.- Metronome function.- Recordings of the
song, BPM and volume.- Compare recordings.- Audio recording tool.- Support for audio files, as well as for the file recording
live audio (microphone or similar input device).- Supports all output formats (WAVE, MP3, AAC, FLAC, ALAC, OGG,
WAV).- Support for input format: MP3, WAV, WMA, AAC, FLAC, ALAC, OGG, WAV.- BPM rate control.- Detailed
volume recording at the end of each audio interval.- Metronome beep.- Audio recording taskbar icon.- Audio metronome.-
Supports the detection of the BPM rate.- Supports the BPM rate detection.- Audio recording in the background.- MP3, WAV,
WMA, MP4 and AIF.- Sound effects, including the Winamp sound.- Powerful internal player with all common features.-
Import audio files from local folders.- Supports adding online music services.- Allows you to import audio files from online
services, such as Amazon MP3, Pandora, Youtube.- Customizable file display time and date formats.- The time and date display
can be changed.- Supports all formats (AA, AIFF, AU, CAF, CEL, FLAC, FLV, GIF, GP, GPX, HFR, HLS, ID3, IDX, IMY,
ISF, KMX, KVR, LPCM, M3U, MAT, MKV, MO3, MP3, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MP4, NFO, OGG, PAF, PMF, QD, RAM,
RAR, RM, RPM, S3M, SDR, SHN, SMR, SUN, SVR, TCR, TSK, TTA, TTY, UMX, VGM, XM, XPM, XZ, Z, ZIP).-
Supports the creation of shortcuts for online services.- Supports the automatic download of audio files from online music
services.- Support for audio files: MP3, WAV, WMA, AAC, FLAC, ALAC, OGG, WAV.- BPM (beats per minute) detection.-
Audio volume control.- Met 77a5ca646e
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What's New in the Apsara?

Apsara is a simple, yet reliable tool designed to help you detect the beat of a song, by measuring the BPM rate. The application
is straightforward and enables you to use both already existing audio files or live recordings. The tool also features a metronome
function that can help determine the beat of the song. User-friendly application, simple interface Apsara allows you to import
the audio files from local folders, as well as start recording live sounds if a microphone or a similar input device is connected to
the PC. The supported files include MP3, WAV, WMA and MP4. As soon as you load the files, the program can automatically
detect the beat per minute rate. The accuracy of the detection depends on the quality of the audio file, which is why, the
notification ‘unknown’ is displayed in the designated column. If you are recording live audio files, the volume, quality of the
capturing device and the background noise could influence the outcome. Useful volume detector and metronome function
Apsara features a metronome tool, which you can set to a certain beat rate. It generates a subtle beep, at the end of each time
interval, for comparison purposes. The beep is not recorded in the file. Moreover, the volume detection bars can notify you if
the program is currently recording the environmental sounds. The program does not allow you to export the recordings to audio
files and save them on your computer. Local and Arizona time Apsara also features a clock that displays the current time in the
state of Arizona, as well as reads the local system time. This tool cannot be changed to display the time of a different zone. The
program features a straightforward interface, with clear commands; moreover, hovering the cursor over the buttons displays
useful tooltips and examples. What's new in this version: * New, improved GUI * Apsara now works with all popular audio
formats, including MP3, WMA and MP4 * New translations - now available in French, Polish, Italian, German and Dutch *
Improved support for iOS, Android and MacOS * Improved stability and performance What's new in this version: * New,
improved GUI * Apsara now works with all popular audio formats, including MP3, WMA and MP4 * New translations - now
available in French, Polish, Italian, German and Dutch * Improved support for iOS, Android and MacOS * Improved stability
and performance what's new in this version: * New, improved GUI * Apsara now works with all popular audio formats,
including MP3, WMA and MP4 * New translations - now available in French, Polish, Italian, German and Dutch * Improved
support for iOS, Android and MacOS * Improved stability and performance what's new in this version: * New, improved
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System Requirements:

* macOS 10.11 or later * Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8 * Linux users with their respective distribution * A GOG
Galaxy account is required * Internet connection is required * The "Europe" server region can be selected at the Battle.net®
desktop application * Intel dual core CPU or faster * (Windows users only) DirectX 11 graphics driver * GeForce 8800 GT (or
better) or ATI HD 4650 (or better) * 1 GB of RAM (4 GB
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